Welcome! unGuided allows you to take tours independently of any tour guide, discover points of interest around you that people have told stories about, and create your own tours about any place that you feel passionate about.

To load our prototype please visit:  
This phone link from chrome on your phone.  
This desktop browser link from chrome on your computer.

IMPORTANT:
- At this stage, we support only chrome browser.
- Due to some rendering issue, sometimes the layout might seem off, just refresh.

How to Use the Prototype:

MAIN NAVIGATION BAR:

Tap to choose between “Discover,” “Take Tour,” and “Create.”

DISCOVER:

- Flip through nearby points of interest until you find one that is interesting to you
  - Tap the play/pause button to play/pause audio tour playback (NOTE: audio recordings not currently integrated into the prototype due to time limitations)
- Tap info button for more information about the points of interest
  - There are three sections in the information screen, the one at the top allows you to scroll through different audio perspectives about the selected POI (NOTE: Audio is not yet added to the prototype), the section at the middle allows you to flip through available images for that POI, and the section at the bottom provides a text overview about the selected POI.
  - Tap X button to close out of the information screen.

TAKE TOUR:

- Tap one of the tours in list (NOTE: there is currently only one pre-loaded tour)
○ Scroll down to see reviews
○ Tap “Let’s Go” to start a tour
● During a tour
  ○ Scroll through the list to see how the points of interest in the tour are ordered
  ○ Tap the play/pause button to play/pause audio tour playback (NOTE: audio recordings not currently integrated into the prototype due to time limitations)
● Click info button for more information about the point of interest
  ○ Tap X button to close out of information window
● Back on the tour navigation screen, click the “Show Map” button to show the map navigation feature to go to the next POI.
  ○ Tap X button to close out of map mode

CREATE:

● Add a title to your tour and press “Enter” or “Go” depending on your device.
● Tap the “Add Location” button to add a new location to your tour.
● Scroll through the map until you find a spot where you would like to add a point of interest for your tour, then tap on it.
● Use the handlers in the displayed circle to adjust the radius of action of your point of interest, content will be automatically activated when the consumer of the tour walks into this radius.
● Tap the microphone button to record something about this point of interest
  ○ When you are done recording, tap on the red “stop” button.
  ○ Repeat process if wanted
● Tap plus button to show other media options and minus button to hide them again (NOTE: Functionality for adding other media types is not implemented yet)
● Tap the checkmark to finish adding content for this point of interest
● Type in the name of the location you just created and press “Enter” of “Go” depending on your device
● Optionally tap “Add Location” to place an additional point of interest on your tour
● Tap on the lock, people, or world icons to determine the privacy settings of your tour. The “lock” means only you, “people” means friends, and “world” means everyone.